7 great songs and themes from film and TV arranged for guitar solo:
Everything I Do, As Time Goes By, The Sweeney Theme, Fly Me To The Moon, Maryland, The Entertainer, Boccherini's Minuet

The Guitarist’s Progress

This is a unique and exciting resource for guitarists. Four concurrent series follow the same basic progression, making it easy for them to be used in tandem. Indeed the Duet and Ensemble series is designed to complement the Solo series, as do the Repertoire and Young Guitarist's Progress series. Travelling in Style can be used alongside any of these. Each individual book can be used in conjunction with any guitar books. However, used collectively, they provide one of the most comprehensive introductions available to guitarists today.

SOLO SERIES
BOOK 1 (GM 1) - Beginner to about Grade 2
BOOK 2 (GM 2) - About Grade 2 to Grade 4
BOOK 3 (GM 3) - About Grade 4 to Grade 6
BOOK 4 (GM 13) - About Grade 6 to Grade 8

DUET AND ENSEMBLE SERIES
BOOK 1 (GM 4) - Beginner to about Grade 2
BOOK 2 (GM 5) - About Grade 2 to Grade 4

YOUNG GUITARIST'S PROGRESS SERIES
PART 1 (GM 6) - Music for the initial stages
PART 2 (GM 7) - Music for Grade 1 to Grade 2

REPETOIRE SERIES
PART 1 (GM 9) - More music for the initial stages
PART 2 (GM 10) - More music for Grade 1 to Grade 2

TRAVELLING IN STYLE
THE START (GM 18) - Guitar solos in a variety of styles, approximately Grade 1
STAGE 1 (GM 14) - Guitar solos in a variety of styles, Grades 1 and 2
STAGE 2 (GM 15) - Guitar solos in a variety of styles, Grades 2 and 3
STAGE 3 (GM 16) - Guitar solos in a variety of styles, Grades 4 and 5
STAGE 4 (GM 17) - Guitar solos in a variety of styles, Grades 5 to 8

CERTAIN HITS!
Great music arranged for guitar solo

CERTAIN HITS 5! (GM 22) - 10 top hits from film and TV, approximately Grade 3 to 5 including:
Ticket To Ride, The Inspector Morse Theme, The Windmills Of Your Mind, Raindrops Keeping Falling On My Head, Bye Bye Blackbird, And I Love Her

CERTAIN HITS 4! (GM 21) - 7 great songs and themes from film and TV, approximately Grade 5 to 7
Everything I Do, As Time Goes By, The Sweeney Theme, Aschenk Farewell, The Entertainer, Boccherini's Minuet

CERTAIN HITS 3! (GM 20) - 6 of the best songs and themes from stage and screen approximately Grade 5 to 7

ARRANGEMENTS FOR GUITAR GROUPS

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION (GM 11) - Flexible carol arrangements for guitar groups that work as duets
All parts approximately Grade 1

CERTAIN HITS! (GM 12) - 7 great songs and themes from film, arranged for guitar groups, including:
The Pink Panther, If I Were A Rich Man, Walking In The Air, Romance

CERTAIN HITS 2! (GM 19) - The James Bond theme arranged for guitar quartet
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1. (Everything I Do) I Do It For You
2. As Time Goes By
3. The Sweeney Theme
4. Fly Me To The Moon
5. Ashokan Farewell
6. The Entertainer
7. Minuet

FOREWORD

Seven great songs and themes from film and TV arranged for guitar solo by David Burden. They range in standard from about Grade 5 to Grade 7.

This book and the series of which it is part give the student popular hits of contemporary music and pieces from other periods that have been used in film, TV and stage. They can be used to complement the ‘Guitarist’s Progress’ teaching series or any other teaching books.

While studying at the Royal Academy of Music David Burden won the Julian Bream Guitar Prize. In addition to his many books for publishers such as EMI and OUP his ‘Guitarist’s Progress’ series is the backbone of the Garden Music catalogue. He has also edited Chester Music’s ‘Making the Grade’ series for guitar.

Every effort has been made to trace and acknowledge copyright owners. If any right has been omitted, the publishers offer their apologies and will rectify this in subsequent editions following notification.

PHOTOCOPYING IS ILLEGAL.

1. (Everything I Do) I Do it For You
(From the Film Robin Hood, Prince of Thieves)

Slowly with expression

Adams, Lange & Kamen

© Miracle Creek Music Incorporated. Administered by Zomba Music Publishing (18.75%).
1991 Copyright by Universal / MCA Music Limited (62.5%). Administered by Rondor Music (London) Limited (18.75%).
Used by permission of Music Sales Limited. All Rights Reserved. International Copyright Secured.
2. As Time Goes By
(From the Film Casablanca)

Moderato con espressione

Copyright © 1920 Hams Inc, USA Redwood Music Ltd; London NW1 8BD
Reproduced by permission of International Music Publications Ltd; All Rights Reserved.
4. *Fly Me To The Moon*
(Used in an advert for Intel Pentium)

Howard

```
Slowly
```

© 1954 Hampshire House Publishing Corp., USA. Assigned to Tro Essex Music Ltd. of Suite 2 07, Plaza 535 Kings Road, London SW10 OSZ.
International Copyright Secured. All Rights Reserved. Used by Permission.
5. Ashokan Farewell
(From the TV series 'Civil War')

Slowly, with expression

\[ \text{Ungar} \]

\[ \text{D.S. al Coda} \]

\[ \text{Coda} \]

\[ \text{Decres.} \]

© 1991 WB Music Corp, USA Warner/Chappell Music Ltd, London W6 8BS
Reproduced by permission of International Music Publications Ltd; All Rights Reserved.
6. The Entertainer
(From the Film The Sting)

Scott Joplin

Not too fast